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Three focuses this season

First, there’s a growing focus around the sourcing of fibers and

materials: Cotton from regenerative agriculture is on the rise. We see

more and more fibers derived from regenerative farming, which seeks

to improve and restore natural ecosystems, support biodiversity and

preserve soil quality.

Programs such as Evlox - Regeagri -where raw materials and

production are all within a range of 600 km, help monitor fiber

traceability, and lower CO2 emissions. For exemple, there’s also a

soil traceability system developed by Oritain, which tests the raw

materials to identify their exact origins.

Next, a growing focus on enhancing the materials: There’s a search

for simplicity, a desire to elevate materials and promote expertise.

Collaborating on these know-hows to craft quality products and

promote sustainability.

A redefining of what we call «luxury»: stressing the value of know-

how, collaboration, and quality, the beauty in simplicity is deliberately

This season, we’re moving away

from the really artificial elements

we saw in past seasons. Now

we’re looking for simplicity,

quality, craftsmanship, and well-

made products.  The aim is to

bring out the beauty of the fabric

and color, through interesting

textures, or the quality of the

design and manufacturing. For

next summer, we’re moving

away from the familiar jeanswear

look, focusing our research on

colorways with soft or jarring

contrasts.  The material is

becoming increasingly important

and is now central to the design.

We’re focusing on the origins of

the material, with a preference

for locally sourced products. For

comfort, we look to new

recycled cellulosics, and bio-

based or recycled alternatives.

Denim SS25: Refined Aspects
by Denim Première Vision

sought out and enhanced, and materials and their origins are accorded

importance and value. Both young brands and high-end denim are

redefined with the quality of timeless denim.

Finally, we’ve already been remarking an increased focus on color

over the past few seasons, leading to new research into aesthetics

and more sustainability.

Various technological advancements and investments are helping

reduce the impact of dyeing, including less use of water, energy, and

alternatives that are less harmful to the skin. Alongside waterless

treatments, mineral & natural dyes (with a greater use of natural

indigo), we’re also seeing bio-based alternatives such as black sourced

from tree waste.

For the SS25 season, the focus is on refined denim looks. Liberated

from its wardrobe-basic status, denim plays out in a surprisingly

diverse array of propositions. Strict or creative, ultra-thick or fluid, it

lends itself to a variety of styles across all product categories.
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DENIM COUTURE

Adopting the rigor of tailoring,

denimwear goes upscale. Thick,

raw denim is used to create

flawlessly executed pieces with

almost couture-level perfection,

including elegant classics with wide

cuts, with workwear details that

add a twist to urban silhouettes. A

premium approach that lends itself

to exceptional fabrication and

artisanal techniques, such as

Japanese selvedge denim dyed with

natural indigo.

On the sustainable front, bast fibers

(such as linen and hemp) are proving

increasingly popular with each passing

season. Resistant and high quality,

these low-impact fibers have long

been limited to small percentages of

compositions, but cottonized hemp is

gaining in popularity. This process,

which consists of selecting the

longest, most regular fibers, produces

premium fabrics with a cotton-like

aspect. Thanks to these innovations,

linen and hemp are now available in a

range of soft fabrics that break with

the rustic associations of yesteryear.

ZERO COTTON

The reigning mood is for comfort,

and denim is no exception. The

key to creating fluid, even silky denim

lies in man-made cellulosic fibers. In

blends or pure compositions, modal

and lyocell can be used to create

denim looks on soft, supple bases.

Medium or light weights work

perfectly for fluid dresses or sensual

shirts that caress the body. For pants

and skirts, these fabrics are enhanced

by wide draped cuts that move

with grace.

High-performance fibers are also

increasingly prevalent, with denim

offering ever greater comfort.

Thermoregulating and antibacterial

properties are combined with low-

impact materials.

In terms of sustainable developments,

the focus is on new-gen cellulose

fibers, such as circulose. This man-

made fiber is created from cellulose

pulp derived from cotton garments

(post-consumer recycling or

production offcuts).

JAPAN BLUE - COLLECT ISKO

BERTO INDUSTRIA TESSILE EVLOX - TAVEX

ORTA AKKUMAS AKDENIM

KASSIM DENIM SHARABATI DENIM
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SUBTLE SHEEN

A subtle sheen coats denim for

SS25. The most fluid

developments appear illuminated

by an iridescent veil which

enhances movement. Rubbery

finishes surface on every product

category, down to accessories.

For an eco-responsible approach,

water-based coatings are

preferred.

REFINED TROMPE-L’ŒILS

Tricking the senses, these creative

developments work like optical

illusions. Denim imitations abound,

pushing beyond the classic trompe-

l’œil print. This season, they are

combined with mechanical effects for

startlingly convincing imitations.

Examples include noble materials

gone wild, such as wool drapes with

a tailor’s finish that are constructed

and worn-out like jeans. Denim,

meanwhile, is not to be outdone, and

is covered in colored coatings to

imitate the rugged, animalistic look of

leather. Coatings are also available in

black and white. Regular scrapings

give the collections a mysterious,

blurred atmosphere.

DELAGO A14 DENIM BY AKOZBEKLER

TITANUS ISKO

DELAGO AZGARD-9

FOSHAN FOISON TEXTILE GOMMATEX
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EMBELLISHMENTS

At the other end of the

spectrum, denim embraces its

decorative side. The animal and

living worlds inspire loud

combinations of colors, patterns

and textures. An experimental

profusion that combines dévoré

fabrics, spray effects, interplays of

yarns and distressed wear and tear

effects.

In terms of color, the range is

shimmering but precise: indigo is

enlivened by warm (burgundy

and orange) and cool (bright

khakis) shades. This color range

also plays out in a simplified

version on XXL prints to dynamize

and add a youthful street vibe to

tailoring pieces.

MONTEGA CHEMICAL SOLUTIONS

A14 DENIM BY AKOZBEKLER SHARABATI DENIM

AZGARD-9

A14 DENIM BY AKOZBEKLER
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AZGARD-9


